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2018 RAVEN R44 II 

TYPE:  R44
MODEL: RAVEN II
YEAR: 2018
TOTAL TIME: 
100 
SN: 14135
REGISTRATION: 
C-GJEB
 

Now available is a great R44 with less than a hundred hours on it.  This aircraft is just over one
year old and still has warranty until Jan 2020 or 1000 hours, whichever comes first.



R44
RAVEN II 
C-GJEB

EQUIPMENT AND FEATURES:

 Engine: Lycoming IO-540
Air Conditioning
 Cargo Hook
 Cargo Mirror
 8 Hole Panel
 USB Chargers
 Wind Deflectors
 Bubble Tint - All Side Windows
 Dart Floor Protectors
 Dart Bearpaws

Now available is a great R44 with less than a
hundred hours on it.  This aircraft is just over
one year old and still has warranty until Jan
2020 or 1000 hours, whichever comes first.
 
I have flown this aircraft across North America
a few times and can say that it is a solid
reliable aircraft that flies very smooth.
 
The paint is called Midnight Blue Metallic and is
one of our favourites. 
 
It looks almost black when not in the sun.
The registration marks are decals therefore
easily changed.
 
The aircraft is currently down in South America
and is being flown home in July 2019. If you
are interested in seeing the aircraft, please give
us a call and perhaps we can stop by if you are
along the route.
 
The owner loves this aircraft and has had no
issues with it.  Only selling it to purchase an
R66 as Avgas is difficult to find where it is
located.

Exterior Color: Midnight Blue Metallic
w/ Sand Metallic Trim
Interior Color: Tan Leather
Bose Interface
 Fire Extinguisher
 Dual Controls
 Blade Tie downs
 Ground Handling Wheels
 Windshield Cabin Cover
Dart Cold Winter Baffle kit
Tannis Heater Kit



R44 RAVEN 
II DETAILS

R44 Raven II helicopters are simple and
enjoyable to fly. The R44 Raven Series
Helicopters provide excellent reliability,
responsive handling, and altitude
performance, making the R44 the ideal
helicopter for private, business, and utility
applications. The high performance R44
Raven II has a Lycoming IO-540 fuel-
injected, angle-valve, tuned-induction
engine, which eliminates the need for
carburetor heat.
 
R44’s are equipped with a two-bladed rotor
system, which makes storing them inside
significantly easier than a multi-blade
system. The R44 has a 1 pilot + 3 passenger
cabin configuration with unobstructed
views from every seat.
 
The lightweight airframe and aerodynamic
fuselage optimize airspeed and fuel
economy. The helicopters’ low tail-rotor tip
speed, heavy-duty muffler, and large
cambered tail reduce flyover noise.
 
In a complex aviation environment,
Robinson has done an excellent job
keeping this helicopter simple, economical
and enjoyable.

AVIONICS: 

Aspen EFD 1000H Pilot/DG - Artificial
Horizon, Directional Gyro, Turn
Coordinator, TAS, OAT.
 Garmin GTR 225B Com Radio
 ELT - Kannad 406
 Garmin GTX 327 - Mode C Transponder











ABOUT 
ROBINSON 
HELICOPTERS

Robinson Helicopter Co. has delivered over
12,000 helicopters and is currently the
world’s leading producer of civil
helicopters. 
 
Founded in 1973 by Frank Robinson,
Robinson Helicopter employs
approximately 1000 employees and is
currently the world’s leading manufacturer
of civil helicopters.
 
In addition, Robinson has a factory
overhaul program for older aircraft and
conducts monthly safety courses for
helicopter flight instructors and
maintenance technicians. A network of
more than 400 service centers of which 126
are authorized dealers provides world-wide
service and support.

ABOUT AERIAL RECON

We are Canada’s oldest and top-selling Robinson dealer since 1985.  After operating one of the largest
helicopter companies in Aerial Recon Robinson CrewCanada with 60 aircraft, we sold out our commercial
flying operation in 2005.
 
Since that time we then dedicated Aerial Recon to providing solutions for everything Robinson.  We help our
customers buy, sell, and lease Robinson helicopters.  We also help them with training for both pilots and
maintenance, initial and recurrent.  We guide our clients with real-world advise from owning, leasing,
operating and loving Robinson helicopters.
 
We have over 40,000 hrs of operating experience and have brought more than 180 Robinson helicopters into
Canada. We have been working with the Robinson factory for over 30 years and have been instrumental in
many changes to the R44 to help make it a safer, more reliable helicopter.  Some of the first serial numbers
006, 007, 010, 0012 were delivered to Aerial Recon and over the years the changes we made were adopted
by the factory, continuing to make each subsequent aircraft a better product.  Our input on the R66 was
sought by the factory in several areas of design as well.



R44 RAVEN II SPECIFICATIONS:

Engine: Lycoming IO-540, six cylinders, fuel
injected
Horsepower: Derated to 245 for takeoff and
205 continuous
Maximum Gross Weight: 2500 lb (1134 kg)
Approximate Empty Weight:
(including oil & std avionics) 1495 lb (678 kg)
Standard Fuel: (29.5 gal) 177 lb (80 kg)
Auxiliary Fuel: (17.0 gal) 102 lb (46 kg)
Passengers and Baggage with Standard Fuel:
828 lb (376 kg)
Cruise Speed: up to 116 kts (135 mph)
Maximum Range: (no reserve) approx 300 nm
(350 sm)
Hover Ceiling: IGE at Gross Weight 8950 ft
Hover Ceiling: OGE at 2300 lb 7500 ft
Rate of Climb: over 1000 fpm
Maximum Operating Altitude: 14,000 ft
Electrical System: 28 volt









CONTACT LUKE YANIK FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
Luke@r44.ca 1-403-918-5981


